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 POTASH (KCl) PHOSPHATE (P2O5) NITROGEN (NH3)

How Used Fertilizer:  
Improves root strength and 

disease resistance, assists water 

retention, enhances taste, color 

and texture of food

Fertilizer:  
Aids in photosynthesis,  

speeds crop maturity 

Fertilizer:  
Builds proteins and enzymes, 

speeds plant growth 

Feed:  
Aids in animal growth and 

milk production

Feed:  
Assists in muscle repair  

and skeletal development

Feed:  
Essential to RNA, DNA and 

cell maturation

Industrial:  
Used in soaps, water softeners, 

de-icers, drilling muds and 

food products

Industrial:  
Used in soft drinks, food 

additives and metal treatments

Industrial:  
Used in plastics, resins  

and adhesives

How Produced Mined from evaporated 

sea deposits

Mined from ancient sea fossils Synthesized from air using 

steam and natural gas or coal

Number of  
Producing Countries

12 ~ 40 ~ 60

Percentage of Global 
Production Traded

76% 11% 12%

Raw Material Volatility Low Moderate-High Low-High

 
(including ramp-up)

Minimum 7 years 1 3-4 years Minimum 3 years

 
(excluding infrastructure)

CDN $4.1 billion 1

2 million tonnes KCI

US $1.6 billion 2

1 million tonnes P2O5

US $1.7 billion 3

1 million tonnes NH3

 
(including infrastructure) 4

CDN $4.7-$6.3 billion

2 million tonnes KCI

US $2.1-$2.3 billion

1 million tonnes P2O5

US $1.8-$2.0 billion

1 million tonnes NH3

 

1

2 Phosphate rock mine, sulfuric acid plant, phosphoric acid plant and DAP/MAP granulation plant
3 Ammonia/urea complex
4 Includes rail, utility systems, port facilities and, if applicable, cost of deposit

Source: Fertecon, CRU, AMEC, PotashCorp

A Comparison  

of Our Nutrients 
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The Value of Fertilizer

~50%
Current crop yield directly attributable to fertilizer use 
Source: Agronomy Journal (January-February 2005), IPNI

70%
Estimated increase in crop production required by 2050 
Source: FAO

590 billion
Equivalent tonnes of CO2 that modern agriculture has 
kept from entering the atmosphere since the early 1960s   
Source: PNAS (May 2010)

9 billion +
Expected global population by 2050 
Source: United Nations

As population rises to a projected 9 billion-plus by 2050 and diets improve 
in developing countries, the world faces unprecedented challenges to 
keep pace with the growing demand for food. Modern agriculture – which 
includes the use of balanced fertilization – is essential to address this need.

Research shows that approximately 50 percent of food production can be 
attributed to fertilizer use, and we believe fertilizer will become even more 
important in the coming years. By following science-based fertilization 
practices, farmers today can grow more food while using less land, sparing 
the forests that protect our air and preserving the resources upon which 
life depends. 

The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) 
estimates that crop production must rise 70 percent by 2050 to meet the 
accelerating need for food. With declining arable land per capita, this 
means every acre must become more productive. 

To grow more food, the world needs more fertilizer. This is particularly 
true in developing countries where farmers often do not apply crop 
nutrients at recommended levels and yields are well below those of the 
developed world. 

With demand for food rising and farmers motivated by strong agricultural 
fundamentals, the need for fertilizer has never been greater. As the world’s 
largest producer by capacity*, we play an important role in meeting this need.

 

* See nameplate capacity description on Page 11.
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Need for 

More  
Fertilizer

Global Development Story

As population rises and people around the world 

strive to improve their quality of life – including the 

quality of their diets – farmers face mounting pressure 

to produce enough food from finite land and water 

resources. Proper fertility practices are key to helping 

farmers deliver more food for more people.  

More People Higher Incomes

Improving Diets 
Rising Food 

Demand 
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Helps produce more – and better – food  

Potash works synergistically with nitrogen and phosphate to 
improve crop yields. Often called the “quality nutrient,” potash 
enhances the taste, texture and nutrient value of food while 
helping to strengthen root systems, improve water retention 
and increase resistance to pests and diseases.  

A limited resource, a global need

Potash is most commonly mined from underground deposits 
left behind by ancient evaporated seas. These deposits are 
geographically concentrated, with Saskatchewan holding almost 
half of the world’s known reserves. In addition to availability, 
high capital costs and long lead times associated with 
developing new capacity limit the number of global producers.

Helps reduce humanity’s footprint  

As well as increasing food production, potash plays a vital role 
in meeting other global challenges. By helping to increase 
crop yields, it preserves forests that might otherwise be converted 
to farming and thus reduces CO2 emissions. Because it helps 
plants retain water, potash improves their use of this vital 
resource. With declining fresh water per capita and ongoing 
concerns about the impacts of drought on food production, 
the need to efficiently use water has never been greater. 

The Value of K

To the world

The Value of 
N and P

12
Countries in the world with significant  
potash production

~50%
Percentage of world’s known potash 
reserves located in Saskatchewan
Source: US Geological Survey
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Need for  

More  
Fertilizer

More People Higher Incomes

Rising Food Demand Improving Diets 



Our Nutrients
We devise strategies and set priorities in each of our nutrient 

segments that align with our company-wide goals. While each 

nutrient is important to our success, we believe our unique 

leverage in potash provides the greatest opportunity for growth 

in the years ahead.





Snapshot of Potash

Our Strategic Approach

opportunities arise

and conserve the long-term value of our potash resources 

Risks

 

infrastructure

rock falls

Priorities

Mitigation

 

and match production to demand

 

made in transportation and distribution infrastructure 

 

to help predict problematic situations

For more detail on potash segment risks, see Pages 21-22.

Potash

Operator Chris Bauml changes rotor bits 
on a borer at our Lanigan facility.
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What Matters in Potash

Economically mineable deposits are geographically 
concentrated 

Potash is produced in only 12 countries around the world as 
high-quality, economically mineable deposits are rare. The quality 
of a deposit is dependent on geological factors such as ore 
thickness, consistency, depth and potassium content. Canada 
accounts for almost half of the world’s known reserves, as reported 
by the US Geological Survey, and 35 percent of world capacity.

Demand is rising, and major consumers have little or 
no indigenous production capability

Over the past 10 years, potash consumption grew annually by 
more than 3 percent, surpassing the growth rates for the other 
primary nutrients. Most of this growth was in offshore markets 
where potash has historically been under-applied as measured 

These growing markets have little or no indigenous production 
capability and are heavily reliant on imports. Trade typically 
accounts for approximately 80 percent of global potash demand, 
an important difference from other major crop nutrients. The 
continuing rise expected in offshore demand offers an opportunity 
for producers able to increase export capabilities.

new capacity

The cost and time required to build new capacity make entry 
into the potash business risky. We estimate that a conventional 

upfront capital of CDN $4.1 billion inside the plant gate. That 

necessary distribution infrastructure and potential purchase of a 
deposit are factored in. We estimate that a minimum of seven 
years would be required from the start of development to full 
operational capability, assuming no major permitting or construction 

to be slightly lower, but they could have higher production costs 
than conventional mines as they are more energy-intensive.

required to complete them have increased. We believe many of 
the less complex projects have been completed and expect some 

seven years to achieve full operational capability.

pressure on the materials and skilled labor required to complete 
these projects. We believe competition in Western Canada 
for engineers and contractors will continue to increase due 
to announced construction projects in a broad range of 
resource sectors.

Potash
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Our Potash Markets
Fertilizer, the primary use for potash, typically makes up more 
than 90 percent of our annual sales volumes. Industrial uses 
such as soaps, water softeners, de-icers, drilling muds and food 
products comprise the rest.

Offshore markets accounted for 66 percent of our sales volumes, 
for application on a wide range of crops such as grains, oilseeds, 
sugar cane, cotton, fruits and vegetables. The remainder was 
sold in North America for application on crops such as corn 
and soybeans, which account for more than half of the potash 
fertilizer consumed in this market.  

Offshore markets

The potash-hungry markets in Asia and Latin America account for 
95 percent of Canpotex sales volumes. These are growth markets 
because their thriving economies and rising populations are 

capabilities. As they strive for better yields, increasing potash 
application will play a major role because they have historically 
under-applied it relative to the other primary nutrients.

Customers in Asia mainly buy standard-grade potash for direct 
application or use in the manufacture of compound fertilizer 
products. The larger, more uniform granular product is the 
potash of choice in Latin America, particularly Brazil, which 
consumes nearly all its supply in this form. As their agricultural 

practices improve, we expect other developing offshore markets 
to increasingly demand granular product because it blends 
readily with other crop nutrients.

We supply these growing markets mainly through Canpotex, 
which has terminals at ports in Vancouver, British Columbia and 
Portland, Oregon on the West Coast of North America. PCS Sales 
handles offshore shipments from our New Brunswick facility 
through a nearby port on Canada’s East Coast. Both Canpotex 
and PCS Sales compete with Belarusian Potash Company (BPC), 
the marketing agency for suppliers in the former Soviet Union, 
and producers such as ICL, K+S and SQM. 

North American market

In this relatively mature and stable market for granular potash, the 
vast majority of demand is supplied by North American producers. 

We supply our North American customers primarily by rail from 
both Saskatchewan and New Brunswick, particularly from our 
Rocanville facility, which is just 150 km from the US border. 
Wholesalers, retailers and cooperatives are our main customers, 
purchasing in the spot market from PCS Sales. We believe our more 
than 150 owned or leased US distribution points give us the most 
extensive domestic distribution network in the potash business.

Mosaic, Agrium and Intrepid Potash are our main competitors in 
North America, along with offshore imports into the US Gulf and 
East Coast, primarily from BPC and ICL.

Country/region
2011 domestic 
producer sales  

(million tonnes KCl)

2011 offshore 
imports 

(million tonnes KCl)

Annualized 
consumption 
growth rate 
(2001-2011)

Main purchasing 
method

Key consuming 
crops

China 4.1 6.4 5.6% 6-month contract Fruits, vegetables, 

rice

India 0 4.2 6.3% 6-month contract Rice, fruits, 

vegetables, sugar 

cane

Other Asia 0 8.3 4.6% Spot market  

& 6-month contracts

Oil palm, rice, sugar 

cane, fruits and 

vegetables

Latin America 2.3 7.8 4.8% Spot market Soybeans, sugar 

cane, corn

North America 7.7 1.6 0.3% Spot market Corn, soybeans

Source: Fertecon, IFA, industry publications, PotashCorp
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Our Strategic Approach in Potash 

business for more than two decades, which we believe have 
contributed to our company’s success and served our 
stakeholders well.

Strategy 1: 

Build on our potash position whenever value-enhancing 

debottlenecking projects at our existing mines and equity 
investments in other potash-related companies that add to our 
global enterprise and contribute to our bottom line. 

Strategy 2:

Match production to market demand to reduce downside risk 
and conserve the long-term value of our potash resources. 

Potash Priorities

Expand operational capability to meet rising demand

debottlenecking projects at all our facilities beginning in 2003, in 
preparation for rising world demand. At the end of 2011, we had 

the projected capital expenditures. 

We expect our expansions still underway will provide approximately 
half of the operational capability that is being added around the 
world by 2015. Our remaining projects are: an expansion to the 
mill at Allan, the second phase of Cory’s debottlenecking and 
expansion project, a larger replacement mine and expanded mill 
at New Brunswick and a mine and mill expansion at Rocanville. 
Construction at Allan and Cory is scheduled for completion in 2012, 
New Brunswick in 2013 and Rocanville in 2014.

After construction is complete, each facility is expected to begin 
a ramp-up period that could take up to two years. All our projects 
are expected to be ramped up by 2015, with the capability to 
produce 17.1 million tonnes of potash. 

PotashCorp’s Strategic Potash Investments

SQM, Chile APC, Jordan Sinofert, China ICL, Israel

World’s leading producer 

of specialty plant nutrition 

products, lithium and 

iodine

Potash producer with 

logistical advantage 

in delivering to India 

and certain other Asian 

countries

Largest fertilizer importer and 

distributor in China

Typically distributes more 

than half of the potash used 

in China

Potash producer with 

logistical advantage in 

delivering to India and 

certain other Asian  

countries

Producer of phosphate, 

bromine and magnesium

Potash Capacity* 1.8 million tonnes KCl 2.5 million tonnes KCl No primary potash capacity 6.0 million tonnes KCl

PotashCorp 

Ownership

32 percent 28 percent 22 percent 14 percent 

Board  

Representation

Right to designate three 

of eight board members

Right to designate three 

of 13 board members and 

the top four management 

positions

Right to designate two of 

seven board members

No board members

Market Value** US $4.4 billion US $1.4 billion US $0.4 billion US $1.8 billion

* Based on reported capacity on December 31, 2011

Potash
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Our expansion program includes increases in our compaction 
capability so we can produce more granular product. By 2015, 
we expect to increase this production capability by almost 
75 percent from 2010 levels.

Enhance transportation and distribution capability

transportation and distribution infrastructure that matches our 
rising operational capability. As part of our expansion program, 
we have enhanced storage and loadout capability at our mines 
to move our potash to market more quickly and consistently.

We serve the North American market with approximately 4,200 
potash railcars (owned or leased) – including 1,000 high-capacity 

product volumes per train load. We announced plans to build a 
136,000-square-foot regional distribution center in Hammond, 
Indiana that will reduce the delivery time and cost to serve key 
potash markets in the US Midwest. 

To support expected growth in offshore markets, Canpotex 
expects to complete the expansion at its Vancouver terminal in 
2012, increasing its annual capacity to 15 million tonnes. It is 
evaluating plans to build new terminal capacity on Canada’s West 
Coast that would increase its export capacity to approximately 
25 million tonnes.  

Facility
Capacity 

Expansions/
Debottlenecking1

Actual and 
Expected 

Investment  
(CDN$ billions)

Expected 
Remaining 
Spending2  

(CDN$ billions)

Actual and 
Expected  

Construction 
Completion3

Expected 
Operational 
Capability 

Following Ramp-Up

Construction Projects Completed (2005-2011)

Rocanville 0.75 MMT  $0.13 2005

Allan 0.40 MMT  $0.21 2007

Lanigan 1.50 MMT  $0.41 2008 3.6 MMT

Patience Lake 0.36 MMT  $0.11 2009 0.6 MMT

Cory I 1.20 MMT  $0.90 2010

Projects in Progress

Cory II 1.00 MMT  $0.74 $0.03 2012 2.7 MMT

Allan 1.00 MMT  $0.77 $0.25 2012 2.7 MMT

New Brunswick 4 1.20 MMT  $1.66 $0.34 2013 1.8 MMT

Rocanville 2.70 MMT  $2.80 $1.35 2014 5.7 MMT

Total All Projects 10.11 MMT  $7.73 $1.97 17.1 MMT

1

2 After December 31, 2011
3 Construction completion does not include ramp-up time
4 Net capacity increase assuming closure of existing 0.8MMT mine 
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Canpotex has received nine new ocean vessels since 2009 and 
committed to eight more to be delivered between 2012 and 2014. 
Its 5,000 leased railcars move potash to its West Coast terminals 
under long-term contracts with Canadian and US rail carriers. 
Canpotex is building a CDN $60 million railcar maintenance and 
staging facility near Lanigan, Saskatchewan that is expected to 

Attract and retain a skilled workforce

We are increasing our focus on recruiting as we continue to 
expand our potash operations and as the labor market tightens 
in Western Canada. Over the next three years, we expect to add 
approximately 30 percent more potash employees, compared 
to 2011. As well as being proactive in hiring and retaining 
employees, we need to ensure they have the skills and training 
required to work effectively and safely within our facilities. 

We provide a wide range of scholarships and bursaries that 
encourage enrolment in education for jobs in high demand and 
support students in the communities in which we operate. We 
supplement this with internship and trainee programs that provide 
valuable on-the-job experience for prospective and 
new employees.

Saskatchewan’s Aboriginal people are the fastest-growing 
segment of the province’s population and an important resource 
for our future employment needs. Our Aboriginal engagement 
strategy involves a multifaceted approach designed to make the 
company more accessible and attractive to potential employees 
and suppliers. We are providing training programs for students 
to gain hands-on experience in mining. All of our Saskatchewan 
employees and all Board members received Aboriginal awareness 
training in 2011.

Potash

Mill Operator Gerry Woroniuk and Troy Alberts, Apprentice Electrician, complete 
an Employee Safety Audit card beside a rotary dryer in Patience Lake’s mill.
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Potash Performance

Potash gross margin variance attributable to:  

Dollars (millions)
  2011 vs 2010
 Change in Change in Prices/Costs
 Sales Volumes Net Sales Cost of Goods Sold Total 

Manufactured product
   North America $ (72) $ 367 $ 6 $ 301
   Offshore  140  535  (67)  608

Total manufactured product $ 100 $ 870 $ (61)  909
Other miscellaneous and purchased product        (3)
Total       $ 906

Potash Results

   Dollars (millions)   Tonnes (thousands)  Average per Tonne 1 

    % Increase   % Increase   % Increase
 2011 2010  (Decrease) 2011 2010  (Decrease) 2011 2010  (Decrease)

Manufactured product
   Net sales
      North America $ 1,502 $ 1,222 23 3,114 3,355 (7) $ 482 $ 364 32
      Offshore 2,223 1,506 48 5,932 5,289 12 $ 375 $ 285 32
 3,725 2,728 37 9,046 8,644 5 $ 412 $ 316 30
   Cost of goods sold (1,007) (919) 10    $(112) $(107) 5
   Gross margin 2,718 1,809 50    $ 300 $ 209 44
Other miscellaneous and purchased 
   product gross margin 2 4 7 (43)
Gross Margin $ 2,722 $ 1,816 50    $ 301 $ 210 43

1 Rounding differences may occur due to the use of whole dollars in per-tonne calculations.
2

      % Increase  
    2011 2010  (Decrease)   

KCl tonnes produced (thousands)    9,343 8,078 16
0.60 0.39 54

9 8 13
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Performance: 2011 vs 2010

Financial

margin were as follows (direction of arrows refers to impact on 
gross margin):

Net sales prices

fundamentals and the continued upward movement in spot and 
contract market pricing levels in late 2010 and most of 2011. 

Sales volumes

   Record Canpotex shipments to offshore markets were the result 
of growth in demand from nearly all major offshore markets, 
driven by supportive commodity prices and lower customer 
inventories at the start of the year.

   Canpotex’s increased shipments to Latin America, other Asian 
countries (excluding China and India) and China exceeded the 
decline in sales to India, which had been largely absent from the 
market in 2011 until new contracts were signed in August 2011.

   North American volumes fell in the latter part of the year as 
dealers were cautious and limited purchases.

Cost of goods sold

   The Canadian dollar strengthened relative to the US dollar.

   47 shutdown weeks incurred in 2011 (66 weeks taken in 2010) 
were for planned annual maintenance, expansion-related 
activities and inventory adjustments.

   Offshore cost of goods sold variance was negative due to more 
of that product coming from our higher-cost mines as compared 
to last year.

   North American cost of goods sold variance was positive as a 
relatively higher percentage of products produced at lower-cost 
mines, or using lower-cost processes, was sold.

Market mix caused a favorable variance in sales volumes and an 
unfavorable variance in net sales prices as a result of selling more 
lower-priced product to offshore customers (and less higher-priced 
product to North America) from relatively higher-cost mines. North 
American customers prefer premium-priced granular product over 
standard product more typically consumed offshore.

increased to 0.60 in 2011 from 0.39 in 2010.

agreements at Allan, Cory and Patience Lake were signed in 
2011 and extend to 2014.

O!shore

North American

O!shore

North American
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Canpotex sales to major markets were as follows:

 Percentage of Annual Sales Volumes
 2011 2010 Increase (Decrease) % Increase (Decrease)

China  17 14 3 21
India  9 14 (5) (36)
Other Asian countries 1  43 41 2 5
Latin America  26 25 1 4
Other countries  5 6 (1) (17)
 100 100  
1 All Asian countries except China and India

Potash Production 

(million tonnes KCl)
 Nameplate Operational Operational Production
 Capacity 1 Capability (2012) 2 Capability (2011) 2 2011 2010 2009 Employees

Lanigan SK 3.828 3.291 3.400 3.042 2.368 0.702 588
2.430 2.183 0.949 475

Allan SK 1.885 1.648 1.400 1.019 1.104 0.686 441
Cory SK 1.361 2.023 1.500 0.778 0.551 0.416 499

0.390 0.372 0.101 95
Esterhazy SK 3 1.313 1.012 0.943 0.943

0.741 0.645 0.275  415 
Total 13.264 11.844 11.343 9.343 8.078 3.405 2,513 4

1

2

3  PotashCorp’s mineral rights at Esterhazy are mined by Mosaic Potash Esterhazy Limited Partnership under a mining and processing agreement which will terminate on December 31, 2012. In 2011, the 

4



Snapshot of Phosphate

Our Strategic Approach

 
reduce volatility

consumes the most water and generates the largest waste 
streams so we focus on environmental initiatives 

Risk

 
available supply and volatility in raw material costs

Priorities

 
rock supply 

 

Mitigation

 
and feed products and streamline our operations  
and logistics to minimize costs

For more detail on phosphate segment risks, see Page 22.

Phosphate

Phosphoric acid evaporators at Aurora are shown 
here with Matt Erwin, Evaporator Operator.
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What Matters in Phosphate

Rock of high quality and lower cost is key to success

We consider access to lower-cost phosphate rock the most 
important requirement for a successful phosphate business. This is 
a geographically concentrated resource with almost three-quarters 
of world production located in China, the US and North Africa. 
Morocco alone typically supplies approximately one-third of 
global exports.

Approximately 30 percent of global phosphate producers are 
non-integrated and must rely on rock imports or domestic 
purchases. Prices for the feedstock have been driven well above 
historical levels by the strong growth in demand for phosphate 
and the need for investment in new rock capacity. 

the majority of its domestic rock requirements. Imports have 

to obtain. This highlights the importance of having long-lived 
permitted reserves. 

Changes in sulfur and ammonia markets can 

Along with rock, sulfur is an important input in phosphate 
production. Ammonia is also needed to produce many fertilizers 
and certain industrial products. Prices for phosphate products 

between when the raw materials are purchased and when the 

India and China are major drivers of phosphate 
fertilizer trade

With a limited indigenous supply of phosphate rock, India relies 
primarily on imports to meet its rising requirements for phosphate 
fertilizer. It uses imported rock, phosphoric acid, ammonia and 
sulfur to make solid phosphate fertilizers. To meet rising demand, 

approximately one-third of global DAP and MAP trade.

While China has emerged as a major exporter of solid phosphate 

on global price levels and on government export tax policies. After 
exporting record volumes in 2011, it levied more restrictive export 
taxes for 2012 in an attempt to ensure adequate domestic 
supplies of phosphate fertilizer.

Our Phosphate Markets
Fertilizer accounts for more than 90 percent of global phosphoric 
acid use, but it makes up only 69 percent of our annual phosphate 
sales volumes because of our diverse product line. Nearly two-thirds 
of our product is sold in North America, where we commonly 

customers. We make the majority of our offshore sales to India 
and Latin America.

PCS Sales handles our North American fertilizer business and our 
feed and industrial sales in all markets. Our phosphate fertilizers 
are sold offshore by PhosChem, a US marketing association that 
also includes Mosaic. Most of our offshore sales are shipped 
through a terminal at Morehead City, North Carolina.

Phosphate

Tampa DAP

Other

Ammonia

Sulfur

Rock
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Our competitors for North American phosphate fertilizer sales 
are Mosaic, CF Industries, Mississippi Phosphates, Simplot and 

producers. We compete with Innophos, ICL and Chinese producers 
for industrial sales, and with Mosaic, Simplot, Chinese and 
Russian producers for feed sales.

Our Strategic Approach in Phosphate
Our strategy in phosphate is to produce the industry’s most 

earnings stability. We have built our position in the historically 

having fewer global producers than the fertilizer segment. To 
support the long-term viability of our operations, we focus on 
initiatives that preserve habitat and promote natural biodiversity 
in surrounding areas.

Phosphate Priorities

Leverage our lower-cost, high-quality permitted rock supply

As the world’s third largest phosphate producer by capacity, we 
have mines at Aurora, North Carolina and White Springs, Florida, 
and mine 94 percent of our phosphate rock requirements. We 
have permits at Aurora allowing for more than 30 years of mining, 

type of rock for our Geismar phosphate facility to meet certain 
customer product requirements. 

The high quality of our rock, particularly at Aurora, allows us to 

59 percent of our solid fertilizers, 68 percent of our liquid 

Enhance our sulfur and ammonia supply position

We obtain most of our sulfur requirements from North American 
sources and supplement this with imported product. Our offshore 
supply options can be limited because sulfur shipped in the US is 
in molten form while most world trade is in solid form. We are 
reviewing various options to enhance our long-term supply position.  

The cost of delivering ammonia to our phosphate facilities has been 
affected by increased rail carrier rates. To improve our ammonia 
cost position, we are evaluating options to enhance supply from 

could allow us to produce more liquid fertilizer products, which 
are less reliant on ammonia inputs.

Focus on land and water conservation efforts 

Support for our operations from communities, governments and 
other stakeholders is dependent on our good stewardship of 
the environment. We focus on reducing the impact of our mining 
operations on nearby land and water resources. We have a 
commitment to return two acres for every acre disturbed in Aurora 
and a minimum of one acre per acre mined in White Springs. We 
have implemented reclamation and wetland mitigation projects at 
our facilities that cover approximately 20,000 acres. 

phosphate facilities, which are the largest users of water among 
our operations.

Daniel Stonebreaker operates one of Aurora’s huge draglines, 
used to mine phosphate rock.
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Phosphate Performance

Phosphate gross margin variance attributable to:  

Dollars (millions)
  2011 vs 2010
 Change in Change in Prices/Costs
 Sales Volumes Net Sales Cost of Goods Sold Total 

Manufactured product

   Feed  (19)  51  (6)  26
   Industrial  17  75  (68)  24

Total manufactured product $ 71 $ 529 $ (298)  302

Total       $ 302

Phosphate Results

  Dollars (millions)  Tonnes (thousands)  Average per Tonne 1 

    % Increase   % Increase   % Increase
 2011 2010  (Decrease) 2011 2010  (Decrease) 2011 2010  (Decrease)

Manufactured product
   Net sales

$    727 $    416 75 1,342 1,111 21 $ 541 $ 375 44
806 597 35 1,324 1,291 3 $ 609 $ 462 32

      Feed 305 289 6 548 622 (12) $ 557 $ 464 20
      Industrial 445 351 27 640 608 5 $ 695 $ 577 20
 2,283 1,653 38 3,854 3,632 6 $ 592 $ 455 30
   Cost of goods sold (1,650) (1,322) 25    $(428) $(364) 18
   Gross margin 633 331 91    $ 164 $   91 80
Other miscellaneous and  
   purchased product gross margin 2 15
Gross Margin $    648 $    346 87    $ 168 $   95 77

1 Rounding differences may occur due to the use of whole dollars in per-tonne calculations.
2

      % Increase  
    2011 2010  (Decrease)   

P2O5 tonnes produced (thousands)    2,204 1,987 11
P2O5 operating rate percentage    93 84 11

0.77 0.49 57
2 7 (71)
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Performance: 2011 vs 2010

Financial

margin were as follows (direction of arrows refers to impact on 
gross margin):

Net sales prices

   Prices for phosphate products rose in response to supportive 
crop economics, tight supply/demand fundamentals and higher 
raw material prices.

   The largest price increases were evident in liquid and solid 
fertilizers, which were supported by strong agricultural 
fundamentals. Prices for feed were slower to respond because 
of challenging livestock fundamentals. Industrial prices lagged 

Sales volumes

   Fertilizer volumes grew as we allocated more production to 
these product lines to capitalize on higher-margin opportunity.

   Demand for feed products was impacted by reduced livestock 
numbers and the use of substitute feed ingredients.

Cost of goods sold

   Costs were impacted by higher sulfur costs (up 58 percent).

24 percent).

   The change in fertilizer costs was higher than in feed and 

(a result of fertilizer production volumes increasing more 

increased to 0.77 in 2011 from 0.49 in 2010.

Industrial

Feed

 Fertilizer - solids 

 Fertilizer - liquids 

Industrial

Feed

 Fertilizer - solids 

 Fertilizer - liquids 

 Fertilizer - liquids 

 Fertilizer - solids 
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 Miscellaneous and Purchased Product 
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Rock and Acid Production

 Phosphate Rock Production (million tonnes) Phosphoric Acid (million tonnes P2O5)

 Annual Production Annual Production 
 Capacity 2011 2010 2009 Capacity 2011 2010 2009 Employees

Aurora NC   6.000  4.617 4.068  4.198 1.202 1.177 1.146  0.932  1,071 
White Springs FL   3.600  2.697 1.783  2.499 0.966 0.889 0.705  0.433 698

0.138 0.136 0.140 78
Total   9.600  7.314 5.851 6.697 2.370 2.204 1.987 1.505 1,847

Phosphate Feed Production

(million tonnes)
 Annual Production
 Capacity 2011 2010 2009 Employees

Marseilles IL 0.278 0.201 0.211 0.137 36
White Springs FL  
  (Monocal) 1 0.272 
Weeping Water NE 0.209 0.083 0.077 0.079 35

0.053 0.053 0.058 24
Aurora NC (DFP) 0.159 0.038 0.068 0.058 9
Total 1.081 0.375 0.409 0.332 104
1

(million tonnes P2O5)
 Annual Production
 Capacity 2011 2010 2009

Aurora NC 0.333 0.247 0.233 0.173

Phosphate Products for Food and Technical Applications

Cincinnati OH 2011 2010 2009

 
  utilized (tonnes P2O5) 10,911 12,719  10,107
Product tonnes processed:   
  Acid phosphates 14,337 17,448  14,345
  Specialty phosphates 5,635 9,259  6,494
Employees 23 22 21

One phosphate employee is located in Newgulf TX.

Phosphate Production

(million tonnes product)
 AURORA WHITE SPRINGS GEISMAR

 Annual Production  Annual Production Annual Production
  Capacity  2011 2010 2009 Capacity  2011 2010 2009 Capacity  2011 2010 2009

Liquids: MGA 1 1.956 2  1.956 1.859 1.486 1.908  0.002 0.228 0.226 0.233
 SPA 0.676  0.255 0.206 0.166 1.138  0.795 0.691 0.476 0.196  

Solids (total) 1.247 DAP 0.474 0.542 0.532 0.710 DAP 
   MAP 0.365 0.374 0.304  MAP 0.590 0.374 0.184  MAP 
DAP/MAP (total)   0.839 0.916 0.836   0.590 0.374 0.184   
1  A substantial portion is consumed internally in the production of downstream products. The balance is exported to phosphate fertilizer producers and sold domestically to dealers who custom-mix liquid fertilizer.
2 Capacity increased



Snapshot of Nitrogen

Our Strategic Approach

delivered cost supplier to the large US nitrogen market

three nutrients, we focus on initiatives that can reduce its 
environmental impact

Risk

 
and regional

Priorities

 
facilities

 

Mitigation

 
primarily indexed to ammonia prices and employ  
gas price hedging strategies for our US plants

For more detail on nitrogen segment risks, see Page 22.

Nitrogen

Les Hammock, one of Augusta’s team leaders, 
adjusts a steam valve in the plant’s utilities area.
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What Matters in Nitrogen

Nitrogen success depends on lower-cost natural gas

Most nitrogen production around the world is derived from 
natural gas, which can make up 70-85 percent of the cash 
cost of producing a tonne of ammonia, the feedstock for all 
downstream nitrogen products. We believe this makes long-term 
access to lower-cost gas essential to sustainable success in the 
nitrogen business.

Russia, North Africa and the Middle East have large supplies 
of lower-cost natural gas and are major nitrogen exporters. 
Currently, US nitrogen production is in a favorable cost position, 
primarily because increased shale gas supply has lowered domestic 
gas prices. Western Europe, Ukraine and China have experienced 
rising natural gas prices in recent years, so producers in these 
regions are currently higher-cost suppliers.

Proximity to ammonia markets is important

Natural gas feedstock is prevalent in most nitrogen-consuming 
markets, so only 12 percent of world ammonia production is traded 

expensive pressurized railcars and refrigerated rail and ocean vessels 
also limit such trade. Hence, proximity to the end consumer is 
another vital factor for success in the nitrogen business.

The US is the world’s largest importer of ammonia and the 
second largest consumer. Domestic producers, particularly those 

advantages over offshore suppliers. Trinidad is less than a week’s 
sailing time from the US and therefore well positioned, compared 
to other offshore exporters, to supply this key market. Exports 

from this country account for approximately 70 percent of US 
offshore ammonia supply.

Pricing volatility is common in nitrogen markets

The extensive availability of natural gas makes nitrogen a highly 
fragmented and regionalized business. The 10 largest producers 
account for only 18 percent of world ammonia capacity. Because 
of this market structure and the relatively short time required to 
construct new capacity, nitrogen markets have typically been 
more volatile than potash and phosphate.

Our Nitrogen Markets
While fertilizer use accounts for approximately 80 percent of 
nitrogen production around the world, this segment comprised 
31 percent of our total nitrogen sales volumes in 2011. Instead, 
we focus on supplying the historically more stable industrial 
market. We sell the majority of our product in North America, 
87 percent of our sales volumes in 2011. Customers in Latin 
America account for most of our offshore sales.

Our nitrogen products are sold by PCS Sales in both North 
American and offshore markets. Because of logistical constraints 
and high transportation costs, sales – particularly of ammonia – 
are generally regional. Our US plants are mainly located in the 
interior so are less affected by offshore imports than producers 
close to the US Gulf and the Mississippi River.

We manage transportation costs and ensure economical delivery 
of our Trinidad product through long-term leases of ammonia 

contracts at six deepwater US ports, which gives us logistical 

Nitrogen
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In the US market, we compete with other domestic producers, 
including CF Industries, Agrium and Koch, and with imported 
product from suppliers in the Middle East, North Africa, Trinidad, 
Russia and China. 

Our Strategic Approach in Nitrogen
We seek to enhance gross margin and earnings stability by 
being a lower delivered cost supplier to the large US nitrogen 
market. We supplement this with an emphasis on sales to 
industrial customers that value long-term, secure supply. As our 
nitrogen operations are the largest contributor to company-wide 
GHG emissions, we focus on initiatives that can reduce their 
environmental impact.

Nitrogen Priorities

Optimize/expand our existing nitrogen production facilities

Supported by competitive US natural gas prices, we are investing 
$158 million to resume ammonia production at our plant in 
Geismar, Louisiana. We anticipate this process will be complete 
in the third quarter of 2012, increasing our ammonia capacity 
by approximately 500,000 tonnes. We are implementing a small 
ammonia expansion project at our Augusta, Georgia facility and 
continue to evaluate opportunities to further increase our US 
nitrogen capacity. Given the historical variability in nitrogen and 
natural gas markets, we are focusing on projects that we believe 
will have short payback periods.

We have four ammonia plants in Trinidad that are an important 
part of our nitrogen success. We produced 61 percent of our 

ammonia in Trinidad in 2011 with natural gas contracts primarily 

those prices rise and helps protect margins if they fall. The gas 
contract for our smallest Trinidad plant expired in 2011 and we 
are currently renegotiating it. 

Maintain our supply position to industrial markets

Traditionally, industrial markets have provided more stable 
demand and margins than fertilizer. Industrial customers 
purchased 52 percent of the solid urea and 81 percent of the 
ammonia sold from our US plants in 2011. 

Product reliability and being a lower delivered cost supplier are 
important to maintaining our supply position to the industrial 

costs as we deliver more than half of our US-produced ammonia 
sales volumes by pipeline to industrial customers. We leverage our 
long-term ammonia vessel leases, deepwater US port positions 
and close proximity of our Trinidad facilities to serve industrial 
customers in the US Gulf. 

Reduce direct greenhouse gas emissions and 

Lowering emissions levels from our nitrogen plants is essential to 
meeting our voluntary commitment to reducing company-wide 
GHG emissions per tonne. We installed nitrous oxide controls at 
our largest nitric acid plant and are evaluating the implementation 
of this technology at our other facilities. We have included energy 

term incentive plans at sites, to better align our reward structure 
with environmental performance.

Lima’s ammonia unit stand tall against the Ohio sky.
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Nitrogen Performance

Nitrogen gross margin variance attributable to:  

Dollars (millions)
  2011 vs 2010
 Change in Change in Prices/Costs
 Sales Volumes Net Sales Cost of Goods Sold Total 

Manufactured product
   Ammonia $ 41 $ 307 $ (111) $ 237
   Urea  (8)  153  (37)  108
   Solutions, nitric acid, ammonium nitrate  (22)  93  (55)  16

Total manufactured product $ (42) $ 606 $ (197)  367
Other miscellaneous and purchased product        21
Total       $ 388

Nitrogen Results

  Dollars (millions)  Tonnes (thousands)  Average per Tonne 1 

    % Increase   % Increase   % Increase
 2011 2010  (Decrease) 2011 2010  (Decrease) 2011 2010  (Decrease)

Manufactured product
  Net sales
    Ammonia $ 1,052 $    670 57 1,961 1,765 11 $ 536 $ 380 41
    Urea 564 419 35 1,214 1,237 (2) $ 464 $ 338 37
    Nitrogen solutions, nitric acid, 
      ammonium nitrate 445 422 5 1,837 2,204 (17) $ 242 $ 192 26
 2,061 1,511 36 5,012 5,206 (4) $ 411 $ 290 42
  Cost of goods sold (1,193) (1,010) 18    $(238) $(194) 23
  Gross margin 868 501 73     $ 173 $   96 80
Other miscellaneous and  
  purchased product gross margin 2 48 27 78
Gross Margin $    916 $    528 73    $ 183 $  101 81

1 Rounding differences may occur due to the use of whole dollars in per-tonne calculations.
2

      % Increase  
    2011 2010  (Decrease)   

N tonnes produced (thousands)    2,813 2,767 2 
0.22 0.25 (12)

3 5 (40)

 Sales Tonnes (thousands) Average Net Sales Price per Tonne
   % Increase   % Increase 
 2011 2010 (Decrease) 2011 2010 (Decrease)

Fertilizer 1,553 1,997 (22) $ 430  $ 277 55
Industrial and Feed 3,459 3,209  8 $ 403  $ 298 35
 5,012  5,206 (4) $ 411  $ 290 42




